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The weather was excellent for the Damascus fly-in on the Labour Day weekend and the turnout of aircraft was as
good, or better, than any in the past. With much of the Covid-19 pandemic behind us, pilots were eager to get out
to the RAA fly-ins again. This was the fifth fly-in for KWRAA in 2022 and probably the best attended in many years.
Roger Deming once again hosted this event and supplied most of the food at the fly-in.

President’s Message
One year ago, I wrote in the President’s
Message that it was challenging to find time to
write the monthly newsletter, yet somehow
found it fulfilling to do so. Here we are one year
later and this still holds true. I have missed a
number of issues due to some curves thrown
at me by life, but I think we can all relate.
Having faced a number of deaths in the family,
a cancer scare and four trees falling on our
house, life seems a little more under control
again, so I am attempting to get the monthly
newsletter back on track.
The Leading Edge newsletter is just one of
those labour of love items that seem to make
sense to me. I’m not really a writer, but I do like
to share my experiences and hear what my
friends are up to. I guess that’s why I really
appreciate it when our KWRAA members take
the time to share something that’s important to
them by sending me photos and story ideas.
Please take a few minutes out of your own
busy lives to jot down a couple of ideas you
can share in the newsletter and take a couple

of photos to go along with them. Anything
aviation related is appreciated and welcomed
by your friends here at KWRAA.
Last November, the newsletter had a great
article written by Lee Coulman on the fuel
contamination in the Searey as a result of his
dunking in 2019. This month’s newsletter has
another great article from Lee about a fuel
starvation issue that caused him to make a
couple of forced approaches and test out the
‘impossible turn’ theory in a real-life scenario.
In this article, Lee provides us with some food
for thought on how to predict a fuel flow issue
in your own plane, realizing that his own
scenario could have been predicted and
possibly avoided all together.
In this issue I will also share a few photos and
details from the 2022 fly-ins.
2023 is going to be a great year for KWRAA!
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35 SECONDS TO QUIET TERROR – FUEL FOR THOUGHT?
If you are a regular reader of the Recreational
Flyer or KWRAA newsletter, you may have
read my account of the fuel contamination
problems observed after my ignominious
wheels down landing into Conestogo Lake with
my Rotax 912 powered Searey. The damage
did not look that bad on the spot, with some
people remarking, “Just a few months and
you’ll be back in the air again”. Although
basically true, that last phrase is still resonating
in the back of my head even after 3 years. I
have been flying the airplane now for 52 hours
since the dunking, but my airplane confidence
level has been slow to return. There have
been many silent failures; like seized landing
gear actuators, dead radios, rusted heater fans
and of course fuel contamination. Although
ultimately unrelated to the dunking, there were
worse things to happen and “35 seconds to
quiet terror” was the clue to solving the
problem.
My best flying buddy, Dan Oldridge, has been
my only passenger on any cross-country since
that incident. We visited lakes and rivers at
low altitude, but after 2 hours there was an
engine power blip just as we took off from one
of our favourite beaches in Georgian Bay. I
think we just stared at each other as we dealt
collectively with yet another problem…
“probably fuel contamination”. We proceeded
nervously to the nearest airport, cautiously
climbing, staying over water as long as
possible, expecting the worst. Luckily, we
arrived at our most familiar airport in the
Georgian Bay area, Midland-Huronia airport
(CYEE). The staff is always helpful, the Zenair
company welcoming, the RAA and COPA
chapters resourceful and Bill Dykie at XStream
Sport
Aviation
has
superior
Rotax
troubleshooting and repair skills. Bill always
seems to be there, either fixing engines or
doing ultralight instruction. We looked at the
Searey fuel sump but didn’t find any “smoking
gun” evidence of why there had been a power
interruption. After some discussion, we held
our sphincters in check as we cautiously
headed home, again waiting for “something to

happen”. Later that week Bill came down to
my field at Damascus (CDF6) and chided me
for setting the spark plug gaps too wide. I’ve
had Bill work on the engine on a few previous
occasions
including
a
carburetor
synchronization issue but although it seemed
to run well on the ground, I never felt the
engine stumbling was fully resolved. My
confidence level peaked after the carburetors
were last serviced with some deep cleaning.
Dan with his “new” Aerial 2 (Highlander CFDFD) on floats, twisted my arm to do a bucket
list voyage up to his son’s cottage near
Sudbury. The flight was blessed with sunny
skies and a water landing at Killarney for lunch.
The seaplane ramp at Killarney Mountain
Lodge always puts a smile on my face as we
park on the front lawn. After lunch, it was
another 30 minutes to a welcome at the
cottage dock. The engine started well after
floating at the beach overnight. This day we
were on a mission. The weather was closing
in up north and apparently down south to boot.
It was a challenge, but we both made it back
with the engine not missing a beat.
A few weeks later, beaming from that last
cross country, Dan invited me to meet him
after the Midland fly-in at a small lake in the
Muskoka area to do some fishing. I never got
there.
Oddly enough, after some low shore line flying,
as I was climbing up over land, another engine
“blip” reappeared. I immediately applied the
electric fuel pump and the “problem” went
away. This situation happened again, with the
same results. I thought, “okay where is the
nearest airport?” Luckily the answer was
almost under my nose, and again it was the
Midland (CYEE) airport.
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It was Saturday mid-afternoon after the
Midland COPA-RAA fly-in. The engine did not
stumble at the lower power settings and I
made it to XStream Sport Aviation, and yes,
Bill Dykie was there. Was it a carburetion
problem, an ignition issue or fuel contamination
again?
The issue of a 5 year rubber replacement on
the Rotax engine was brought up. A lot of that
had been done in the last 2 years, but I didn’t
think that the fuel pump was included. I had
read numerous advisories from Rotax about
different batches of pumps but that didn’t
include mine.
The engine had been in
operation since 2002 (20 years!). The fuel
sump and ignition had no evidence, so we
thought it must be the elastomeric diaphragm
in the mechanical fuel pump. Bill replaced the
pump and I did an extended run-up. It was
running so well that a test flight seemed
appropriate. What more could I do?
The test flight went well… until 35 seconds
later. This was not what I expected and in
retrospect it did not need to happen. Luckily, it
happened on runway 34 at Midland/Huronia.
The Searey community in Ontario has history
with this airport and its single North/South
runway. We have been flying our “Georgian
Gaggles” out of this airport at least since 2005.
We have explored Georgian Bay with the
expert guidance of John Dunlop, a retired
airline pilot and builder of my Searey. John
organized outings of up to 10 airplanes always
with a focus on safety. Thorough briefings
brushed with local knowledge started every
trip. Not all flights went without incident. A lot
of problems were caused by a hefty crosswind
from the west on runway 34, which has over
stressed the Searey landing gear. There was
one flight that abruptly stopped after an
intersection takeoff with half the runway length
remaining (2000 ft). The airplane landed in the
trees about 1500 ft beyond the end of the
runway. The engine had stumbled due to a
“bug” blocking the fuel line. Yes, a real bug in
the wrong place. The pilot was okay but the
airplane was not. We collectively remember
this incident every time we are given the
choice of an intersection takeoff. Further,
there is a rough overrun on runway 34 of about

1500 ft, which has been used on occasion due
to landing gear problems. When I taxied for
the test flight I backtracked from the
intersection to get the full length of 4000 ft
runway. The overrun was there but I thought I
would not need it. The engine was running
well with the new fuel pump keeping the life
blood flowing. Was I missing anything? The
airport is familiar and I followed my checklist.
What could possibly go wrong?

I did my usual run up, made sure the engine
was up to temperature and the engine was
idling smoothly. I made my radio calls,
smoothly accelerated to full power and began
to climb out. After 35 seconds of full power,
things went very quiet.
The Searey has a rear mounted engine above
the wings, so to counteract the pitch down with
full power during the takeoff run we always
apply full nose up trim. Unfortunately, when
the power quits, the nose pitches up
immediately and the airspeed bleeds away
towards the sky very quickly. I don’t even
remember pushing the nose down as it has
become instinctive as the Searey glides like a
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brick.
In retrospect, the aforementioned
Searey climb out accident was probably
smoldering in the back of my brain. That
incident did not end well and it was personal
for a lot of us. Subsequently, many of us have
installed vortex generators and Angle Of Attack
(AOA) warnings to improve our low speed
safety margin. My airplane is now benign near
the stall but my AOA was inoperative at the
time of the test flight.
As for my personal 35 seconds to quiet terror,
flying speed was maintained but the engine
was actually still running. Would it provide
enough power to get around the pattern? Can
I turn back and land on the 4000 ft runway?
Should I land straight ahead and take my
lumps (literally)? As I lowered the nose, the
answer became evident. I don’t know how
high I was, but it seemed very high without any
real power. Was I above that 300-500 ft
possible turn around height? It required a
quick decision and I chose the straight-ahead
option. I pulled the throttle and took my lumps
in the overrun. It wasn’t pretty but I landed
without further incident and the only ugly part
was taxiing through a ditch back to the runway.
Bill heard the sudden loss of a perfectly
running engine and was about to come out and
pick up the pieces. Then he saw me taxi in,
seemingly unaffected by the experience. The
only decision I made after that was to tie down
the airplane. I contacted Dan and told him that
I couldn’t make it to the fishing spot at Lone
Lake. Dan flew in later and we tried to work
out a plan.

Thank goodness for friends. Dan and his
passenger Steve Nantes decided to fly back to

Guelph (about a flying hour away) and they
would drive back and pick me up. This
resulted in Steve driving over 5 hours and we
all arrived home at almost 2 am into the
Kitchener area.
We picked up the pieces a few days later as
Dan flew me back up to Midland. Then we
scratched our heads as to where to start.

Was the gascolator filter clogged? No, but the
screen along with the gasket were replaced as
a precaution. Are the carburetors working
properly? There was no residue in the bowls,
the float mechanisms were functioning and the
float weights checked out within spec. There
was only a tiny bit of gum in one high speed
jet. Bill had his calibrated wire probe for this.
Was that enough to cause a problem?
Apparently not, but we were hoping to fly out
that day. The next epic decision was to do a
couple of “high speed” taxi tests before
attempting another flight test. Well, “That was
interesting” I thought, as I hopped and
scooched quickly along the runway. Did I
really test the engine at full power long enough
to simulate a takeoff? We thought the next
logical move was another flight test.
The flight test was successful in only one way.
We confirmed that the engine would do the
same thing under the same conditions and
“quit” after 35 seconds. Luckily, I made the
same flight decision and landed in the rough
but this time I avoided taxiing through that
ditch. The clues were now a little more evident
through their consistency. Full power for some
finite time caused the engine to “quit”. What
we did next was to tie the tail to a lamp pole
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and fire up the engine to determine how long it
would run at full throttle. There is an amazing
amount of force at full power but it was not
enough to pull the lamp post out. The tail lifted
off and I was almost flying on the spot. The
engine sounded great. Not surprisingly, that
only lasted a little over 30 seconds with the aux
fuel pump off. Later, it was interesting to see
that through the 2 sets of flight test data, 30 to
35 seconds seemed to be key to
understanding the symptoms and resultant
engine failures. All 3 failures were pretty much
after 30 or so seconds. We ran out of daylight
to solve this one. Another friend, Gary, gave
us the key to his hangar so we parked the
airplane and prepared for another exciting
episode to this drama.

The fuel line to the carburetor snakes its way
through the fuselage and engine pylon. It is
absolutely the worst area to remove and install
a piece of rubber fuel line, so I dreaded the
thoughts of having to replace that section. My
worst fear was realized when we ran an
equivalent length of new 5/16” fuel line
externally from the tank fuel pump and got
about 60 L/hr. That old fuel line had to be
replaced. Luckily another friend appeared,
Dave Rivett, bringing his skills to pull another
fuel line through the clamps and crevices. As
we took the old line out, we noticed that we
couldn’t get our pull wire through a section in
the wing area near a clamp. That had to be it,
a kinked old piece of hose. This needed
further investigation.

The next day at home there were other things
on my schedule but the skies were clear and
Dan convinced me that the day could be better
spent on the problem. Another flight north, this
time blessed with rich fall colours after an
overnight frost. The scenes from the air were
spectacular and we felt that we had the secret
potions and inspiration that would solve the
mystery.
We were going to empty the fuel tank and look
for a blockage. An external electric fuel pump
and a gaggle of containers emptied the tank.
Another friend, Dennis, showed up with a
borescope but this was inconclusive as we
really couldn’t focus onto the coarse screen on
the bottom of the aluminum tank. The next
step was to verify the fuel flow into the
carburetor bowls. This had been done almost
2 years ago after replacing the electric fuel
pump. We had the method and a calibrated
container to measure the outflow. The fuel line
to one carburetor would be removed and the
results put into the calibrated container (2 L or
less). It is amazing how little fuel that the
Rotax 912 actually needs. We were looking for
125% of the maximum consumption, which
would be 125% x 28 L/hr or 35 L/hr with the
electric fuel pump working. We primed the
lines and were ready for the test. The pump
was activated but we only got a dribble at the
carburetor. Was there a blockage in the tank
screen or outlet or was it the fuel line to the
carburetors?

Anyway, Dave had a technique of pulling the
new line which was very effective. He cut the
end of the new line at a very sharp angle and
drilled 2 holes near the end. The pull line was
stitched through the holes with a knot on the
inside; with no tape and no fuss. The pull line
consisted of 18 AWG aircraft wire, which was
sufficiently stiff and strong. That material was
in my secret potions kit, along with lots of 5/16”
and ¼” fuel line. With that technique we were
able to pull 5/16” line in place of the old ¼” line
using Dave’s tricks, which included using some
liquid detergent as a lubricant.
After a
considerable time running the new lines, we
secured them and repeated the flow test.
The fuel flow test was executed, this time with
new 5/16” line through to one carburetor
without the engine pump running. This is the
worst possible test scenario and the goal was
to get that 125% of 28 L/hr. This is when the
revelation hit as I watched the fuel flow on the
EMS reach the magic 35 number very quickly.
The flow into the calibrated container was even
better. Why hadn’t I been looking at this EMS
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display before? I installed a fuel flow sensor
into the airplane almost 2 years ago but it
wasn’t really part of my scan and checklists.
My brain is analog and the flashing remote
digits didn’t mean anything. The reality was
that I never saw anything that registered until
stabilized in cruise at about 15 to 21 L/hr. The
EMS display is on the passenger side of the
instrument panel and I need to really focus on
the small digits and coloured bar graphs, and
what I thought were the more important
parameters.

Fuel flow digits sit above the fuel level bar and
just didn’t seem important enough. Maybe this
would be easier with a more comprehensive
and larger Dynon Skyview or Garmin G3.

satisfied with a detailed examination during the
runup and that turned out to be something over
11 L/hr. The next choice was the takeoff
conditions for the flight test. Luckily, runway
34 was into the wind, with its 4000 ft of runway
and 1500 ft of overrun, it was certainly my
choice.
Given the results of the last two take offs, there
will be no intersection takeoffs. This time the
whole takeoff event was uneventful other than
that great surge of power and gain of altitude.
Dan was right along with his Highlander as we
hustled home to beat the rapidly setting sun.
The post flight analysis was a little bit
inconclusive. I thought I had retrieved all the
pieces of the suspect fuel line. Although the
inside diameter no longer looked like a full ¼”,
there was no smoking gun evidence of weak
tubing nor the existence of that kink, which
may have been around the sharp turn the fuel
line makes at the wing root or at one of the
Adel clamps that may have turned slightly,
pinching the tubing.

We discussed what we had observed during
the fuel flow tests and we knew the line was at
fault and that replacing the line had corrected
the problem. I will do a deeper dive at the next
annual, looking for an additional potential
blockage in the tank. Meanwhile, I need to
work on mitigation procedures for yet another
possible future occurrence.
It was apparent that the next step was the
unavoidable flight test. My learning process is
slow but this time I would be verifying fuel flow
on the EMS during the runup and takeoff run.
This is not as easy as it sounds because of the
display size and takeoff dynamics. I was

I will be briefing myself much more carefully
about emergency procedures and following my
revised checklists. The fuel flow check has
been added to my run up checklist but I’m not
certain how I can read that fuel flow display
during a takeoff run. It may be possible to
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install some type of fuel flow alarm that
engages at full throttle if flow is insufficient, but
that will require a little more thought and
planning this winter.
I don’t want to have this happen again, but if it
does, I hope I have a long runway and some
good friends there to help solve the next issue.
I ended up feeling blessed by the experience.

A summary of my reflections on this issue:
Emergency Procedures—
1. Keep your emergency procedures and
checklists up to date with your current
equipment configuration.
2. Review the procedures so nothing
becomes a real surprise. In particular,
think about that worst possible spot to
have an “engine failure”. Be prepared
to tackle it. Don’t turn it into a moment
of terror.
Fuel Lines –
1. Rubber fuel lines have a limited
lifetime. This will vary with fuel type
and exposure to the environment.
Don’t expect anything beyond 20 years,
and much less with ethanol fuels and/or
exposure to UV. The addition of an
external fire shield extends the life of
the fuel line.
2. Routinely inspect for contamination in
the carburetor bowls, fuel filters and
gascolator, look for colour in the fuel
sight tubes, and obstructions in the tank
sump.
Engine
Management
Selection - (with my
Stratomaster XTreme)
1.

System
(EMS)
ratings of MGL

Size and location matters. Look for
bright graphic displays and big enough
digits, with audible and visual warnings.
Mount it in the panel where you can

see it as part of your scan. My MGL
rating: 3 out of 5
2. Inputs for Rotax Engines:
Most
manufacturers think we want lots of
EGT inputs but fail to recognize that the
Rotax 912ULS is carbureted. I needed
2 high resolution probes for carb
temperature. My MGL rating: 2 out of
5.
3. Troubleshooting: The visual and aural
warnings are a start but storage of
enough historical data is a must. The
MGL is useless in parameter storage
and retrieval. My MGL rating: 1 out of
5.
Fuel Flow Take Aways 1. Fuel flow verifies your fuel consumption
and predicts endurance. This is very
good indication of power level
especially on the Rotax 912 with
automatic mixture controls. I have a
MAP input but enabling the display just
consumed too much space on the small
EMS display.
2. Adequate fuel flow verifies that your
carburetor bowls are being actively
filled.
3. Lack of fuel flow indicates some serious
problems with fuel contamination or
blockage. The fuel flow sender is the
“canary in the coal mine”, collecting
debris in the sensor turbine, but that
alone doesn’t seem to block fuel flow.
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2022 Fly-in Recap
As mentioned in the President’s Message,
2022 was a very challenging year for me
personally. In spite of this, I managed to get to
most of the RAA fly-ins and record a little bit of
the action for posterity. After a long winter and
even longer break due to Covid-19 our
KWRAA members were quite pleased to get
back out to these events and the camaraderie
they bring to our chapter. Whether we flew in
or drove in was less important than just getting
there and sharing good times with our KWRAA
friends and family.
Largo Woods Fly-in
The summer fly-in season started with the
Largo Woods fly-in on June 4, 2022. Despite
the earlier date than usual for this event, the
weather and turnout were good. A light jacket
or sweatshirt and ball cap was perfect attire for
the cool blue sky day. The usual KWRAA lunch
hit the spot and everyone had a good visit.

Aircraft turnout was a little light, but it’s
interesting to note that they were all
taildraggers… coincidence???

Tom Shupe’s Fly-in
Unfortunately, I had to miss the July 9, 2022
fly-in due to the death of my mother on the 8th.
As a result, I have no photos or stories to
relate, but I understand from the accounting of
others that it was a good fly-in.

The Shupe’s have hosted our fly-ins for a few
years now and although Tom’s strip is a little
shorter than most others, the clear approaches
easily make up for a few hundred feet of
length.
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Juergensen’s Field Fly-in
On August 6, 2022 the Juergensen family
hosted us at their airstrip near Fergus. A
number of our members keep their planes at
this strip so it has become a familiar place for
some of us to drop in on and visit.

I have visited a few times and always found
Hans very welcoming and open to visitors to
the airstrip, but events like the KWRAA fly-ins,
give operators like Hans a chance to meet
some of our members that otherwise might not
have that chance to meet each other.
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Largo Woods Fly-in #2
The Wood families hosted a second fly-in in
2022 on August 27. Once again the weather
was perfect for flying and for visiting with fellow
aviators.

Cam and Nancy Wood hosted us for many
years and now David and Cynthia have joined
in to fill that role too. We owe a debt of thanks
to them and all of our fly-in hosts.
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Damascus Fly-in 2022
Roger Deming hosted KWRAA at his field near
Damascus on Sept 3, 2022. Roger generously
supplied all of the food and drinks again this
year. He also manned the barbeque for much
of the time to ensure that everyone else got a
chance to mingle and visit.

Luckily, we were blessed with great weather
again this year on the day of the fly-in
Thanks again Roger for putting on this great
event. Your hospitality is appreciated!
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Upcoming Events in 2023: (Highlighted lines are KWRAA Events*)
January 12
February 9
March 9

Mar 28–Apr 2

-

-

KWRAA Monthly Meeting – Cadet Youth Dev. Centre at CYKF
KWRAA Monthly Meeting – Cadet Youth Dev. Centre at CYKF
KWRAA Monthly Meeting – Cadet Youth Dev. Centre at CYKF

Sun-n-Fun 2023

April 13
May 11
June
July

-

KWRAA Monthly Meeting – Cadet Youth Dev. Centre at CYKF
KWRAA Monthly Meeting – Cadet Youth Dev. Centre at CYKF
KWRAA Fly-Ins - TBD
KWRAA Fly-Ins - TBD

July 24-July 30

-

Oshkosh Air Venture 2023

August
KWRAA Fly-Ins - TBD
August 18-20
UPAC Convention 2023
September 14
KWRAA Monthly Meeting – Cadet Youth Dev. Centre at CYKF
October 12
KWRAA Monthly Meeting – Cadet Youth Dev. Centre at CYKF
November 9
KWRAA Monthly Meeting – Cadet Youth Dev. Centre at CYKF
November 24
KWRAA Christmas Party – Runways Café at CYKF
* KWRAA events are fly-in and/or drive-in.
KWRAA Executive Contact Information:
Due to an increase in spam emails, please reach out to me directly for the latest contact information
for the KWRAA Executive members. Thank you, Dan Oldridge (519) 651-0651.
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